
GROOVE SERIES > HARD BOUNCE – SYLENTH + WAV + MIDI 

Tech Specs: 
 
 
- 493 MB 

 
- WAV / REX / MIDI/SYLENTH 

 
- 192 WAV loops 
- 46 MIDI files 
- 47 Sylenth presets 
- 157 Rex loops 

 
 

- 100% Royalty-Free 

Future Loops presents Hard Bounce - Sylenth + WAV + MIDI, a multi-format sample pack 
specially forged for producers that need flexible , versatile and hard hitting dance-floor kits & 
sound tools ! 
 
Hard Bounce - Sylenth + WAV + MIDI is packed with powerful , heavy pounding Samples , 
Loops , MIDI and Sylenth presets that will fit perfectly into multiple genres such as EDM , 
Melbourne, Electro or Trance - the result is pure bounce and a wide array of ways for you to 
mix  , remix ,  smash up and get that extra inspiration for your next hard bounce tunes ! 
 
// Construction Kits 
 
Hard Bounce - Sylenth + WAV + MIDI has high energy construction kits that feature Bass, 
Leads , Synths and Drums loops ! 
 
// MIDI 
 
Also included are the MIDI files so you can access the melodic content and reshape it as you 
like ! 
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//Sylenth 
 
To top it all off , and for all the Sylenth lovers out there , we also included in the pack Sylenth 
presets - that match the Bass , Leads and Synths included in kits - so you can instantly start 
tweaking and take full control of your productions ! 
 
// REX 
 
Last but not the least the loops are also available in the REX format ! 
 
With WAV loops , MIDI files , Sylenth presets and REX you have total flexibility to mix ,  
change tempos, compose new melodies or tweak the sounds as you please! 
  
Contents: 
 
442 Samples Total in the following formats: WAV, REX, MIDI, Sylenth Presets : 
 
192 WAV loops 
46 MIDI files 
47 Sylenth presets 
157 Rex loops 
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